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Overview[ edit ] Grendel was the masked identity of Hunter Rose, a successful author. He first appeared in in
the anthology Comico Primer, and was given his own series in Wagner, who still owned the character, used
the opportunity to re-tell the story of Hunter Rose in a far less conventional style in Grendel: There followed
an ongoing series which lasted 40 issues. Snyder III and others. The identity passed briefly, and tragically, to
her deluded boyfriend Brian Li Sung. After a brief return to stories of Hunter Rose actually two in-universe
fictional novels written by Captain Wiggins, a supporting character from the Christine Spar arc , Wagner then
spun the series further into the future, with the Grendel identity affecting a variety of people. The name
"Grendel" took on several meanings as the stories portrayed a dystopian future. Grendel became a synonym
for The Devil with the title held by the emperor of the world, Grendel-Khan and members of a warrior society
identical to samurai. War Child, written by Wagner. Following this, Dark Horse launched Grendel Tales,
stories set in the world established by Wagner, created by other writers and artists, including Darko Macan and
Edvin Biukovic. The main story has also continued in novel form, written by Greg Rucka. In the years since
the publishing of War Child, Wagner has occasionally written short stories featuring Hunter Rose. In he
launched an eight issue mini-series, Behold the Devil, which reveals a secret of the character. The early
stories[ edit ] Hunter Rose as Grendel; art by Matt Wagner Comico Primer 2 contained the first Grendel story,
introducing debonair master-criminal Hunter Rose and his nemesis, Argent the wolf. Grendel soon got his
own black-and-white title, published by Comico , which lasted three issues. The collection included an
introduction by Wagner explaining the situation which led to the creation of Grendel, and dismissing rumors
that he was unhappy to have the early work available. It was collected by Comico in A new edition, recolored
by Bernie Mireault , was published by Dark Horse in In , it was released in hardcover colored only in black,
white, and red. An experiment in illustrated fiction, the panels combine to form something of a static whole on
each page, often likened to a stained glass window. Each page is both one picture and several images, arranged
much less sequentially than in typical comic book narrative. All of its text appears in accompanying captions,
presented as excerpts from a biographical book about Hunter Rose. The story begins with an extraordinarily
gifted boy named Eddie. Because victory in his endeavors comes so easily, it all seems meaningless. In
despair, he throws a world-championship fencing match and becomes romantically involved with Jocasta
Rose, a trainer twice his age. When Jocasta dies, Eddie leaves behind his life and takes on two new identities:
Hunter Rose, successful novelist and socialite, and Grendel, elegant costumed assassin and later crime boss.
Grendel is hunted relentlessly by Argent, a several hundred year old Native American man-wolf cursed with a
thirst for violence. Argent works with the police in an effort to turn his curse to good. Hunter Rose later adopts
Stacy Palumbo, the young daughter of a mobster he killed. Stacy also befriends Argent. Hunter is a loving
father to Stacy, but she betrays him to Argent when she discovers that he is Grendel. Grendel and the wolf
fight on the roof of a Masonic temple. Developing severe psychological problems, Stacy is committed to a
mental hospital until adulthood. After she is released, she marries her psychiatrist, but on their wedding night
he rapes her and then commits suicide. The traumatic experience is enough that Stacy returns to
institutionalization for the rest of her life. After she returns to the institution, she gives birth to a daughter
named Christine Spar. Christine Spar later publishes a biography of Hunter Rose and his life as Grendel, the
source of the excerpts seen throughout the comics, which she entitles "Devil by the Deed. Grendel â€” the
series[ edit ] The ongoing Grendel series was published by Comico from to , with Wagner as writer and
occasionally drawing short story arcs collaborating with a variety of artists. The first fifteen issues relate
different stories of people who are inspired by their circumstances to assume the identity of Grendel, a choice
which seems destined to end in tragedy. She takes on the identity of Grendel to rescue her child or avenge
him, if necessary. Eventually, Christine and Argent fight, resulting in both of their deaths. A collected edition
was published by Comico in It was republished as a miniseries by Dark Horse in and a collected edition in
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Brian becomes increasingly confused and irrational, believing the spirit of Grendel is telling him to take
action. Brian finally adopts the Grendel identity and then attempts to murder Wiggins. Starting with 16, he
broke from the "next person puts on the mask" theme that connected the previous stories and instead had
Captain Wiggins relate untold tales of Hunter Rose. Both were written and drawn by Wagner. Dark Horse
republished them as a two issue mini-series, Grendel Classics: Devil Tracks and Grendel Classics: Devil Eyes,
in , and collected them as Grendel: Devil Tales in , now out-of-print. Not wishing to dredge up old ghosts
from his past, Wiggins decides instead to tell stories concerning Hunter Rose, the original Grendel whom he
never met. Lewis Polk, who investigates a diamond smuggling operation supposedly engineered by Rose.
Another story told by Wiggins expands on informant Tommy Nuncio, a character briefly mentioned in Devil
by the Deed. The Incubation Years[ edit ] These four issues feature one-off stories, each taking place further
into the future. According to Dark Horse editor Diana Schutz and creator Matt Wagner, the original art for
issues 20â€”22 had deteriorated to the point where the issues could not be reprinted. They were eventually
reprinted in the third Grendel Omnibus. After publishing stories of Hunter Rose the same stories featured in
issues 16â€”19 , Captain Wiggins has become wealthy and famous. Wiggins then becomes concerned when
the vision in his cybernetic eye becomes distorted, making others including his new young wife appear as
grotesque caricatures. Physicians conclude the distortion is a result of stress brought on by newfound
celebrity. Wiggins concludes that his lie-detector eye has become enhanced and now reveals the true ugliness
of the world and that he is surrounded by greedy, shallow people who covet his fame and wealth. After his
rage subsides, he calmly waits for the police to arrest him. The following three issues are more experimental
than previous issues of the series, depicting the growth of the concept of Grendel from pop-culture villain to
synonym for Satan , against a background of political upheaval, social breakdown, nuclear war and
environmental catastrophe. It was republished as a 10 issue miniseries, recolored by Jeromy Cox, by Dark
Horse in A trade-paper collection of all 10 issues was published in In the 26th century, much of Earth is
contaminated and unfit for life. America is fragmented into a number of corporate "systems" dominated by a
corrupt Catholic Church, now based in "Vatican Ouest" in Colorado and led by Pope Innocent XLII, who is
greedily taxing resources to build a huge, ostentatious tower. Meanwhile, a factory worker named Eppy
Thatcher becomes corrupted by a designer drug called Grendel. Convinced that God hates him and fueled by
the drug, Thatcher becomes the new Grendel and acts as an anti-Church terrorist. To combat this threat, the
Church establishes a second Inquisition. Tujiro uses Cross to retrieve materials needed to complete the Sun
Gun. As an afterthought, he turns Cross into a vampire servant. As the story goes on, Orion Assante is driven
to desperation following the deaths of his loved ones and leads a private army to destroy the Sun Gun. Tujiro
and Thatcher apparently perish in the process. It was republished as a 7 issue miniseries, recolored by Matt
Hollingsworth , by Dark Horse in A trade-paper collection of all seven issues was released in It follows the
events of God and the Devil, taking place in the 26th century. Following the destruction of the Church, much
of society crumbles. For his role in bringing down the Church, Orion is nicknamed Grendel by others. In
securing its borders, the newly united North America absorbs South America, Central America and Australia,
presenting these conquests as corporate mergers. Other world powers, including China , Japan and Africa , are
alarmed. Suspecting African government involvement, Orion sends forces to simultaneously seize the nuclear
silos and free Sherri. Once in control of Africa, Orion discovers that Japan was behind the kidnapping. A state
of cold war develops, with corresponding military build-up. The formerly aloof superpower then allies with
Japan and global war results. The war does not go well for Orion, as his forces are overstretched and suffer
many setbacks and defeats. In the midst of this, Sherri Caniff dies of cancer. Orion comes to believe he is
actually possessed by the devil , by the spirit of Grendel. He disappears from public life and tracks down Eppy
Thatcher, who is alive, hiding in the sewers beneath Vegas. Interrogating Eppy, Orion has an inspiration.
Embracing his originally derogatory nickname, Assante names his personal troops Grendels, the title now
indicative of high-status and respect. As their leader, Orion I adopts the title of Grendel-Khan. The spirit of
Grendel has, in effect, conquered the world. Wagner has said that, due to problems with the original source
material, which has deteriorated over time, it is unlikely that this will ever be collected or reprinted in any
way. War Child[ edit ] Grendel-Prime. Before that could happen, though, Comico went bankrupt. A collected
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Paul Ramaeker writes about cinema and other media Grendel and the Omnibus: Artwork and Format, or:
Written and occasionally drawn by Matt Wagner, and initially appearing as a back-up feature in Comico
publications, by Grendel was its own monthly title, and ran as such to After 40 issues, Comico was bankrupt,
and Wagner moved to Dark Horse where Grendel persisted in a succession of mini-series. Its publication
history- spanning formats, publishers, and collaborators- is already complicated, especially for a
creator-owned title. But the design of the series itself is also unusually complex. This played out satisfactorily
across the various incarnations of Grendel and Grendel, but the narrative complexity, the profusion of
characters and events linked less by causality than by thematic continuity and divergence, yet with intricate
cross-references between them, meant that it was difficult for me, at least, to fully appreciate in pamphlet form
what Wagner had accomplished with the series as a whole. There had been graphic-novel collections of
Grendel stories, but even these were spotty and incomplete. Some issues were never reprinted at all. Because
of all these factors- publishers, monthly and mini-series, different characters, different timelines and settings,
Wagner and others returning to earlier story phases to fill in gaps- Grendel has had an unusually, maybe a
uniquely complicated history. The Grendel Archive edition published in seemed to indicate that Dark Horse
was finally going to bring some order to all this, but only one collection ever appeared. But in the last few
years, a new comics re-publication format has emerged, the omnibus: The size of the omnibus can be an issue
making art smaller never helps appreciation, but add in downsizing dialogue and exposition, they can be
actively annoying to read , but for reprinting older and less in-demand material in the middle of a recession, it
is a format whose time has come. Whatever its limitations, it is the perfect, the ideal format for Grendel, and
from to , Dark Horse published four volumes in the Grendel Omnibus series four Grendel Omnibuses? The
omnibus edition, finally, has resulted in an ordered, story-chronological publication of the entirety of the
Grendel stories to date. Putting it into this format finally reveals Grendel for what it is, but which has never
been so apparent before, at least to me: Archive editions tend to republish stories in order of publication; the
Grendel omnibus series not only reorganizes texts into story-chronological order, but does so in such a way as
to highlight the intellectual and artistic threads of the entire set, rendering the whole coherent to an
unprecedented degree. Wagner had begun publishing work about the first Grendel, one Hunter Rose, in in the
Comico Primer series. When he reintroduced Rose as a back-up feature in his Mage series, in a story then
collected as Devil by the Deed, he extensively revised this first telling of the tale. The history of comics has
innumerable instances where a character is killed and another character takes up their mantle, but this is
usually temporary. The Flash and the Green Lantern have experienced more permanent changes. Except for
poor Bart, though, each other Flash has taken the role for decades at a time. But Grendel is different. With a
few exceptions eg. No two Grendels were mistaken for each other; where a random villain might not be aware
than Wally West had replaced Barry Allen, each Grendel had a distinct identity and persona. Only one thing
unites them all, and it is more thematic than causal: None of these Grendels is a hero. Some are anti-heroes,
some victims, some utterly villainous. Hunter Rose, in particular, is fully a supervillain; Christine Spar closer
to a heroine, but one whose actions have become quite dark by the end of her story; and Brian Li Sung simply
a victim. Eppy Thatcher was a deranged drug addict; Orion Assante, eventually, a world ruler; and the last,
Grendel-Prime, a nameless cyborg. As the first Grendel, Hunter Rose became something of a mythical figure,
and touchstone, in the world of the stories. Even though Devil by the Deed was dwarfed in length by later
tales, for these reasons the appeal of Rose as a character has taken on a life of his own to one side of
continuity. The first volume of the omnibus collects all of the Rose stories to date, despite the fact that many
of these stories first appeared years or decades after Devil by the Deed. The omnibus is, then, roughly
chronological according to the Grendelverse, but not the publication history. In that sense, volume 1 is
chronological, starting with the first Grendel stories, but also topical in that it groups stories around character
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biography. Initially, Rose stories were presented with only three colors, black, white and red, though the first
graphic album publication of Devil by the Deed was full-color. When Stacey discovers Rose is Grendel, she
shows a Grendel-esque skill at manipulation as she pulls strings to arrange a final confrontation between
Grendel and Argent. This serves to fill out the picture of how Grendel operates as a crime boss, which Wagner
returns to throughout these two series. These become stories about power: A number of them highlight Larry
Stohler, something of a mystery in the first tale. Stohler remains a key figure in the rest of the story, but his
motivations and interior life are left unexamined. Other stories center on Palumbo and her growing
understanding of her caretaker. Each one is stylistically distinct; they all have the same color scheme, but each
issue is by a different artist, often in a radically different style. Some stories are standard comic-book
narration; others are framed as flashbacks, or constructed around thematic parallels and analogies; others are
narrated in the style of DBTD, as chunks of texts accompanying illustrations. I first read these stories as
separate anthology-style series, and the stories work well on this level. But put together as appendices to
DBTD, they gain immeasurable power: Taken together, then, the Rose stories, as they comprise volume 1 of
the omnibus, become a tour-de-force of narrative complexity and formal innovation, far more impressive
taken as a whole in this form than as individual issues. Most daringly, via occult means, Rose foresees not his
own future but that of Grendel itself: Here, just as we leave the first omnibus, Wagner lays out a kind of thesis
about Grendel as a transpersonal force, as a personification of violence and will through ages and
circumstances. It could only work as such placed at the end of volume 1, as the capper of the epic of crime and
revenge that volume 1 specifically is. Volume 2, then, shows the Grendelverse expanding on several fronts.
Here, the stories are long-form, and in full color. Most centrally, here Grendel first shifts from a single person
into a kind of idea, a persona taken as a channel for the rage of those who adopt it. Devil Child, the opener,
might actually be the darkest chapter of the saga. Having written about Grendel, having spent so much time
absorbed in him, she becomes him to take revenge. There, his sense of loss and his alienation turn darker and
darker, until finally he decides to adopt the Grendel mask as a way of achieving catharsis. But of all the
Grendels, Li-Sung is the least capable finally, he is just a stage manager , and his tale comes to a quick and
pathetic end. The appeal of volume 1 is largely cerebral: Third, Rose is fascinating but not really relatable. In
that sense, we are encouraged to think about the appeal of the villain. But that appeal soon proves relevant on
other levels, because volume 2 is really the one that elicits the strongest emotional response. Li-Sung is
pathetic, but one can at least identify with his alienation in the big city. In both cases, there is an intellectual
dimension, but rooted in emotion: This is the first really awkward bit of the omnibus editions: If these are
Rose stories, why not put them in volume 1? This is not, then, the best proof of my argument: But the kicker
comes in the opening section of volume 3, The Incubation Years, a series of never-before-reprinted stories
bridging the continuous chronology of volume 2 and the jump into the far, and much less recognizable, future
of God and the Devil. The first tells the story of how Wiggins, now a rich writer with a trophy wife on the
back of the success of his Grendel books, is gradually taken over by hatred and paranoia, and driven to
murder. The entire rest of the Grendel run is set up by God and the Devil: In it, Grendel is incarnated in a
profoundly alienated, drug-addicted, addle-pated, poor, child-abuse sufferer called Eppy Thatcher. The
critique of organized religion is furthered here as Orion develops from a staunch, principled atheist to a kind of
god himself. This is not mere repetition, but a radical widening of scope: Even here, he remains somewhat
sympathetic by virtue of the fact that his opponents are yet more corrupt while his intentions are never exactly
malign. This is an exploration of the morality of Grendel in an entirely new context, on a world stage, literally
and thematically: Reading about Hunter Rose, the reader might be implicated via the appeal of villainy;
reading about Christine Spar, the reader might be implicated via our sympathy for her; reading about Orion
Assante, we are implicated first by our sympathy for him, but then too via our tacit participation in Western
political hegemony, and specifically for those of us from the States , American global dominance. By this
point, Wagner has completed a leap from microcosm to macrocosm in his exploration of forms of evil and the
moral questions to which they give rise. Volume 4, Prime, pursues the implications of the Grendel-Khanate,
and concludes the tale to date. War Child, the first series here, is another straightforward adventure tale, at
least for most of its run. In it, Assante has died and his faithless, manipulative, power-hungry wife Laurel has
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become Regent. Jupiter, Grendel Prime, and their compatriots are heroes here. Of more significance is Past
Prime, placed in between War Child and Devil Quest, taking the form of a prose novella written by Greg
Rucka with occasional illustrations by Wagner. In the publication chronology, Grendel Tales, in which other
artists and writers played with the Grendel-verse, followed War Child, but the only one of these in the
omnibus edition is Devil Child in volume 2. Past Prime, though, first appeared in print in , but in story terms
takes place right where the omnibus puts it. Years after Grendel Prime helps Jupiter Assante become the Khan,
the cyborg has disappeared, and Jupiter has been assassinated. Devil Quest will show that a succession of
increasingly unworthy Assantes succeeded him, but Past Prime follows a supporting character in War Child,
Susan Veraghen. Crystal seduces Susan, and they escape together, living in the forest until Jupiter returns to
take the throne. In reaction to her own aimlessness, Susan goes in search of Prime. Prime is called such
because he is felt to be the height of what a Grendel can be. In the world of Past Prime, by contrast, the
Grendels have become roving bandits of a sort: For Susan, if not for Grendels generally, being a Grendel is
about honor as well as strength. Finding Prime, then, is about her restoring her own sense of honor, and about
finding herself again as a Grendel according to the original code established by Orion and embodied by Prime.
To do this, she must reject not only what Grendels have become, but also the disaffected who have become
revolutionaries intending to overthrow the Khanate and eliminate the corrupt Grendels. Here, finally and most
explicitly, the creators explore the moral grey areas around the Khanate, and the idea of Grendel as a metaphor
for global power. Susan fights with herself as much as with the world around her. That she remains loyal to
her own sense of Grendel-ness is both an expression of her own strength, and, unsettlingly, a subjugation of
self in that she is fully aware of what the Grendels have become , and a rejection of that part of herself that is
driven to fight injustice. We never learn what becomes of Prime and Susan after this adventure: Will they try
to reform the Grendels or the Khanate? Is there, in other words, any real attempt at social justice that the
reader would find laudable, as a counter to the revolutionaries they defeat? Ending on a Susan marching
forward with Prime, we are with total moral uncertainty.
3: JAN - GRENDEL ARCHIVE EDITION HC - Previews World
Grendel Archive Edition [Matt Wagner] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A
successful novelist by day, Hunter Rose becomes the unstoppable assassin Grendel by night, the leader of a vast
criminal empire opposed by the mysterious wolf Argent.
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Grendel Archive Edition HC Relisted For twenty-five years, the true origin of Matt Wagner's Eisner Award-winning
anti-hero, Grendel, has remained largely unseen, available exclusively to collectors able to pay high prices for extremely
rare, out-of-print issues.
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The Archive Edition is the first primitive run at what would end up becoming the basis for Devil by the Deed. This early
portrayal, the stirrings of a comic book artist is clearly seen amidst the poor beginnings of what he was doing.
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For twenty-five years, the true origin of Matt Wagner's Eisner Award-winning anti-hero, Grendel, has remained largely
unseen, available exclusively to collectors able to pay high prices for extremely rare, out-of-print issues.
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Grendel Archive Edition by Wagner, Matt. Dark Horse. Used - Good. Shows some signs of wear, and may have some
markings on the inside.
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Description. GRENDEL ARCHIVE EDITION HC (JAN) For twenty-five years, the true origin of Matt Wagner's Eisner
Award-winning anti-hero, Grendel, has remained largely unseen, available exclusively to collectors able to pay high
prices for extremely rare, out-of-print issues.
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